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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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REVIEWS
“Smooth drumming play. Instrumental work is soft and calming for the listen. Guitar is clear and engages all sounds. A simple
coordinated sound. Not much of noise in it. No set of vocals. Filled with simplicity and originality. Tuneful in the sense of a sit
and listen work. All performing artist prove to withhold the ability to play a great set together.”
“A song that opens with a smooth sounding guitar sound, almost new agey. There are drums which sound very far back in the
mix, like a lot of echo was used and they have different acoustical sound than the rest of the mix. There is a graceful piano
chord progression which goes through the song. There are also slow moving synths in the song. For what this song is, it is
performed really beautifully, has a slight haunting, enchating quality to it as well.”
“The slow feeling of the intro is very cool and relaxing. The piano is a great touch, it 's so beautiful and peaceful. It sounds like
a nice love ballad to someone who really meant the world to the artist but did not stay true. This song has me feeling
emotional, but in the right way.”
“This song had some dramatic notes being played. It was so pleasant to listen to. It had change ups that worked well with
the piece. It was all well done and imaginative. These are some incredible musicians on this song. They have extreme talent.
Fantastic job! This song needs to be commercialized and fast.”
“The sound of the guitar at the beginning of the song is nice and sounds like a song you would play when it 's raining. The
drums are playing well and setting the tempo for the rest of the band in the song. I like how steady the song is but I do feel
like there needs to be something extra in the song to make it build more. Even though there are no words in the song I still
fell like there needs to be life in the music through the instruments.”

“The guitar line is done well, but overpowered by strings. The percussion and piano lines enter to become a much larger
distraction. To say the song lacks focus is an understatement. Nothing reaches out and grabs the listener. There's no great
idea or emotion which is helped by the instruments. This could be much better.”
“The introduction of the song is really sweet and it brings tears to my eyes as it reminds me of my past. The atmosphere that
it sets is sad and unhappy but it kinda feels right to listen to a song like this when you are upset. The introduction is a really
good instrumental. The rhythm of the beat is smooth and it is consistent through out and it doesn't ruin the song. The digital
sounds that are played by the guitar are really good as it makes the mood feel better and this song is brilliant to listen to
while drinking or for just thinking. This is a beautiful song and the instrumental goes really well. The only thing that could be
done is to add some vocals of a man and this song would be 10/10, overall this song has a potential to be played in night
clubs and jazz clubs and maybe in movies for the sad scenes. The target audince is 25 years older.”
“This song sounds like a slow movie score. I do like it because I do enjoy slow songs sometimes. It 's kind of like a john mayer
song. This song would seriously be great for any type of drama movies. They could put this in some great scene, kind of like
movies from the 70's or 80's.”
“ooooh smoooth song. I love this kind of relaxing songs during afternoon times. sound pretty professional and is catchy for
my ears. The beats are a little hard for such and smooth song but hey it 's awesome. I love the fact that nobody is singing and
it 's just the music. I hope I hear more of this and learn how to play / make it myself. I also Like the change in the rhythm
during the sond. Could be in chill/ relax or even epic category. :)”
“I love the music on this track. It has a great variety that is amazing. The way the song unfolds is fantastic. It has a
stimulating variety that is gentle on your soul. The tempo is relaxing and the song goes through different phases that is very
charming. A song that makes you think of the night time.”
“This song is so soft and subtle. The instrumental is very calming. I enjoyed listening to the guitar play and the drums in this
soft. At first, the drums were a little loud for this instrumental but as the song continued on it leveled out with the other
instruments. This song sounds like something that would be on a soundtrack with sade.”
“this song has a very beautiful introduction and builds into an even more beautiful song. the guitar is a mellow and smooth
one, and it lays the foundation for a top notch instrumental. the tempo is quite infectious and will really grab the attention of
the listener. i like the piano chords that are mixed in. the cymbals are perfect. this is a really great song.”
“This is just an instrumental melody. It is relaxing and has variety in the rhythm of the different individual melodies contained
in the song. But for someone who wants lyrics, it is not for them. It is an appreciation of the artist 's talent to put together
different melodies together or solo one by one after another. This is done well, there is a good structure between each
section.”
“This song sounds average on the scale of awesomeness. The melody is ok but really lacks so much to be wanted. The vocals
and lyrics aren't n the song which would not have saved this travesty. The instrumentals are sounding like someone took the
remains of a few songs and sew them together.”
“The beginning of the song has a solemn feeling . The guitar is playing very mellowly and the piano is playing the same sad key
notes over and over again. I like how the drums just burst into the song and right as I let my gaurs down, the drums just
wake you back up and you hear all of the instruments get louder and lighten up. It 'sike I was dying and then at the last
second, all of the light just burst into my face and I was Alice again. The instrumental sounds really beautiful. I think that a lot
of people wouldisten to it and I would refer this to my friends. I jut has a motivational and really emotional feel to it.”

“A sad and dark introduction to a song it sounds like its going to be a love song but with a tragic story. It then continues with
a slow and relaxing instrumental. It s a nice song and has longevity because I would like to hear the whole song and not flick
over if it were on the radio. I think it has good potential and was produced in a professional manner. A nice piece.”
“Beginning is very slow, very quiet, very easy to listen to and down to Earth. Then it changes to a slightly more upbeat tempo
although the beat of the music stays the same. Still no lyrics have come in yet, and I think that with some deep background
male vocals would really just make this song sky rocket into a number one hit.”
“The intro begins really slow. It didn't capture my attention very well, but I became more engaged in the song once the music
picked up. I did not hear any vocals or lyrics, so I cannot comment on that. But the music was pretty good. It was strong and
powerful. Well written and well thought out. I liked it.”
“the beginning for this melody is very relaxing and pacific... the instrumentals are being played skillfully... there is this time
when the drums hits and it gets better... i can say that this track could be easily use for a romantic song and if the singer is as
skilled as the people behind this track... the result could be amazing”
“The harmony was really relaxing, it actually really helped with writing this review. The instruments were very on key with one
another and the quality is really good. It doesn't sound like it is just recorded in a garage. When the beat dropped I expected
more instrumentals to join in for something more exotic but it never did. I think it would be even better if you added more to
the melody or even some back up vocals. This was a nice refreshing song to say none the least.”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
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LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS. IT ALSO MEANS THAT WE CAN GUARANTEE 95% ACCURACY IN TRACK RATINGS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

